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The X-Structure was cruising along the cyber highway on their way back from a 
sunset surf when they decided to take a new route home. As they were passing by 
the great metropolis of Webcity the faint allure of a distant song caught their 
attention. It was coming from somewhere in the city. The voice was intriguing. 
They had to investigate. Following the mesmerising sounds they soon discovered 
its  origin.  Towering  high  above  them  stood  the  formidable  mega  complex  of 
Creative Commons. Bracing themselves for the unknown they entered the bustling 
building.

All around them fascinating people were moving about and every so often one of 
the many distinctly uniformed couriers would run past them carry what seemed to 
be official looking documents. The sweet song became louder as they proceeded. 
They came to the entrance of a dimly lit room and as they entered a sign 
indicated that they were now in a place called Ccmixter. A single spotlight lit 
up a small stage revealing a women sitting dreamily on a chair filling the air 
with her sweet songs. A small crowd was gathered around her spellbound by her 
captivating melodies. The members of The X-Structure quietly moved in to the 
back of the room and took a seat along with the rest of the attentive listeners. 
As she continued her soulful singing they felt inspired by her words and songs 
and agreed that they would ask her for permission to take some of her songs 
along with them.

Afterwards when they spoke she introduced herself as Shannon Hurley and was 
pleased to hear that they liked her singing. She was also delighted at their 
request to retell her songs in their own way and she gave them a notebook filled 
with  the  songs  she  had  just  sung.  They  thanked  her  sincerely  and  bid  her 
farewell, again returning on their journey back home.

This then is how The Remix Experiment was born and found within this album is 
Part 01 of this continuing saga.
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// External Sources

Vocal samples obtained from ccmixter.org/shannon-hurley

Original songs can be found at shannonhurley.com

Cover photos by mntbikeracer1 - deviantart.com/mntbikeracer1

// License

Licensed under Creative Commons: Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 2.5 South
Africa
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To explore further. To search deeper. To discover more. Visit
http://thexstructure.com.


